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KeyChamp 2.0 (with CD-ROM)
Synopsi

KeyChamp is a text and self-contained software program designed to develop students’ keyboarding speed in the shortest time possible. Speed is maximized by the unique technique analysis for two-stroke key combinations (digraphs) during timed writings. An advanced solution that develops rapid speed building without sacrificing accuracy.
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Customer Reviews

Obviously, this is required material for a keyboarding class. I finished my original required coursework within a few weeks, so I started another class’ coursework (teacher wants me to improve my speed; my accuracy is high). Good practices on specific keys if the student needs to build up speed/agility on them (i.e. Q or symbols). A bit annoying doing them constantly. (I don’t think teachers or the writers of the program understand that the brain’s signals to the nerves in the fingers sometimes do not fire off as rapidly as they want; as much as they want the fingers to type the letters quicker, it isn’t always possible no matter how hard a student works!) There is a Boggle-type game at the end of each section for the fun of it. Overall, good book, easy to read & use, with progress reports that are easy to understand.

I have tried out over 6 other softwares to learn how to increase my speed. I already knew how to touch type (using Typing Master Pro), but was stuck in my speed limits/accuracy. Then I went to a local college to get prepared for my typing exam, and my college had this software which was amazing! Immediately, I ordered my own copy and lo and behold - no more going to college, and my
speed had increased to 50 wpm in just a week of speedy, but fun preparation. I passed my exam with flying colors - this is a phenomenal software, no-nonsense approach as you are given big texts in the book to type from and are actually tested each time and trained to do exceptionally better and faster!!! As another reviewer mentioned, unfortunately this comes with a floppy, not a CD - you might want to look into copying the file from the floppy to a CD using an older computer (all my new computers don't have floppys anymore). Other than that, the software itself is a true CHAMPION in speed increase - I absolutely love it.

I am done with this book and have been typing for years but as a refresher I return to this book to help increase control and speed when I feel I haven't received much of this. Depending on the work you sometimes are not challenged so I get out key champ and just go thru a page or two. Now my junior high student is using it.

said my item was delivered Thursday, October 6 and did not show up until Thursday, October 13 - one week late. That wasn't such a big deal. But for labeling the item "Keychamp 2.0 with CD-R" then NOT giving me the CD is the cause for my low rating.

I accidently purchased this book when I needed another for a typing class. When I got it and realized that it was the wrong one, I put it aside to send it back. But after looking it over, I love it! As soon as the other class is over, I will get going on this book!

I was in summer school, this book was very helpful with my keyboarding skills. It pushed me to work faster and more accurately especially on the keying sequences I needed more concentration on.
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